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Unit Extended
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Description Qty
Provide (3) sheets of plywood and the labor to rout out the necessary
shapes on our CNC Router.  {Assembly and finish by others}

3

April 11, 2005

Mark Roland

Re: Pricing for providing specific materials and limited labor for the Jayhawk on Parade custom base.

Mark,

Thanks you for giving Dimensional Innovations, Inc. the opportunity to provide you with this pricing.  Our pricing is
itemized for your convenience and includes the cost to develop shop drawings necessary for producing the parts.
Pricing below outlines what parts we are providing and the labor we will perform on this project.  We will provide you
with a set of drawings to assist you with the final assembly.  All product outlined in this pricing will be F.O.B. our
dock, and all pieces will be wrapped for protection.

Provide the aluminum decorative trim for the perimeter of the wood
base and the labor to rout out the necessary shapes on our CNC
Router.  {Assembly and finish by others}

1

Provide the two foam shapes in 2-pound density foam, and the hard
coated surface, which will fully encapsulate the foam shapes.  The
foam shapes will have some internal blocking, for fastening to the top
of the wood base. {All prepping, sanding and painted finish is to be
by others}

1 Set

Provide the acrylic material for the nameplate and the labor to engrave
the name into the face of this nameplate.  {The painted finish and
assembly for this nameplate is by others}

1

Provide the four casters for mounting to the underside of the wood
base and the necessary blocking and hardware for mounting to the
wood base.  {Assembly by others}

4

Total:  {Less Tax}

Estimate prepared by Mike Trio for Dimensional Innovations






